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The right alloy wheels can improve the performance of your car and make it look chic. Read on to
know more about what alloy wheels are and how they can be used? Probably the easiest styling
mod you can make to your car, and probably the most common. When looking at buying an alloy
wheel set you will soon realize there are a large variety of designs, sizes and colors. The general
rule is the larger the alloy wheel and the lower the profile of the tire the sweeter they look on your
car. Be careful not to fit too large a wheel and tire combination as the handling of the car can be
affected and they can also rub on the wheel arches. When buying McLaren f1 7 spoke alloy
wheelyou must be careful to ensure the PCD, Offset and Bore Measurements are within the correct
tolerances of the original wheels.

Consider the design for your new alloy wheels, a complicated pattern could make cleaning difficult,
also brake dust can cause pitting on rough texture alloy wheels. To avoid this when fitting your new
22inch quattroporte wheels fit low brake dust pads to reduce the problem. Whilst on the subject of
brakes, alloy wheels very often show much more of you calipers so it might be worthwhile giving
them a touch of caliper paint. If you are going to fit spinners remember they may look great but
cleaning them will be interesting.

When you have the tires fitted ask the fitters to attach the weights for balancing on the inside of the
wheel.Whilst a large proportion of McLaren f1 7 spoke alloy wheelare chrome remember that they
can be painted any color you wish. Dark colored, matt finish alloy wheels have a sleeper,
understated look. When choosing your tires try and pick one with a wide wall, this will go some way
to prevent scratching if the wheels are curbed whilst parking etc.

Handling can be improved with the fitting of spacers between the wheel and hub, this will help to
improve the handling of the car by widening the footprint. Split rim alloy wheels are basically a wheel
in two parts fastened together with nuts and bolts, they are generally wider and can fill a wheel arch
much better and allow for a wider tire to be fitted.Remember that your safety and the safety of other
road users comes first and when buying 22inch quattroporte wheelsif they are much bigger than the
standard fit for your car then the suspension will need to be realigned to ensure good handling.
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